Abstract
Introduction
In order to maximize the performance of fuzzy logic systems in function approximation, it is often necessary to undertake a design in which the if-then rules are tuned to minimize the mean-squared error (MSE). Fuzzy rules are characterized by membership functions whose parameters are adjustable, and usually are initialized naively. Different initializations lead to convergence to different local minima of the MSE surface. There are no formal ways to find the initial conditions that lead to the global minimum.
Unsupervised clustering techniques such as adaptive k-means [14] and fuzzy clustering [2] , and generalized learning vector quantization [18] are offered to find the rules. [20] uses a fuzzy c-means algorithm to cluster data in the output domain only to form the then-part of the rules. [5] uses competitive adaptive vector quantization algorithm to constitute ellipsoids to base parameters on, to give fuzzy ellipsoidal rules. In trying to compare the performance of membership functions, [15] spreads the if-part set centers uniformly along the input space to establish the fuzzy rule structure.
The supervised learning takes far more computation than does the unsupervised learning but it gives rules that better approximate the function. How well it learns depends on how well we pick the initial set of fuzzy rules [5] . The above unsupervised algorithms are not mature enough to establish well the rule structure for fuzzy systems in function approximation. Some parameters of rules are still initialized randomly or based on uniformity, simplicity and experience [14, 15, 20] . High and/or uncontrolled errors in initialization is the largest drawback of these methods. Furthermore, it is obvious that some sections of the function with fast changing or undefined derivatives need to use more patches than others ( Figure 1 ). Uniform or random approaches for rule building therefore are not optimal designs. This research investigates the hybrid approach of incorporating genetic algorithm and supervised learning in order to overcome this weakness in fuzzy function approximation problems. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents theory of function approximation with SAM. The third section outlines the hybrid approach in learning process to build the optimal rule structure. Experimental results will be described in the fourth section. The fifth section concludes and discusses some further applicable cases of the hybrid approach. 
give the SAM output F(x) as a convex sum of then-part set centroids. We can ignore the rule weights w j if we put Figure 2 shows the parallel structure of the additive systems and its state-space graph cover. The graph cover leads to an exponential rule explosion. [17] proposed using metrical joint unfactorable fuzzy sets based on metric and matrix knowledge to overcome this drawback (but only partly). A fuzzy system needs on the order of k n+p-1 rules to approximate a function f: R n R p in a compact domain. Optimal rules cover extrema and can help allocate a spare-rule budget in high dimensions [12] . Learning tends to move the rule patches toward the extrema or "bumps" and fill in with rule patches between the bumps. Supervised learning tuned the parameters of the many if-part set functions we tried. It also tuned the then-part volumes and centroids [16, 17] .
The choice of fuzzy set functions affects how well fuzzy systems approximate functions. The most common fuzzy sets are triangles, trapezoids and Gaussian bell curves. The sinc set function sin(x)/x that gave the best and fastest function approximation in most cases [15] 
Hybrid neural system of learning process
The overview of the hybrid approach is illustrated in Figure 4 . The rough rules are initialized much more than usual prior to passing all of them across the Genetic Algorithm (GA) process. The GA initially eliminates rules which are not essential in approximation before sending all remaining rules to the supervised learning stage. The output of the whole learning process is the rule structure that is condensed but strong for approximating. 
Optimizing fuzzy rule structure
We used the GA to optimize a fuzzy rules system. The GA is a population-based, evolutionary optimization method where populations are evolved over generations using the Darwinian principle of survival of the fittest. The GA offers a way of resolving objective functions that are non-differentiable, non-continuous, non-linear, noisy, flat, multidimensional, even in the presence of many local minima or constraints [6, 8] .
Optimization accrues from SAM application in realizing and/or removing the fuzzy rules that are not necessary for approximation. The number of fuzzy rules therefore is reduced. That helps to improve the speed of processing and reduce noise in parameter learning.
The fitness function is established to meet the expectation that the number of rules and mean-squared error are moderately small. The function representing the relation between the size of SAM and its accuracy in approximation is as follows
where m is the number of fuzzy rules, and n is the number of learning data sets.
The GA has three basic genetic operators: selection, mutation and crossover ( Figure 5 ). The crossover and mutation probability that were used herein are 0.5 and 0.01 respectively. 
Tuning fuzzy rule parameters
Fuzzy rule parameters are tuned by the supervised learning process [15, 17] . The supervised gradient descent can tune all the parameters in the SAM model. We seek to minimize the squared error (7) where is the learning rate at iteration t. t
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The momentum technique is also integrated in the parameter tuning process. This helps the supervised learning to avoid local minimum cases and to reduce the learning time [19] . The learning fomula with momentum is as follows
where is the momentum coefficient.
Experimental results
The The learning rate is rather small (Table 1, 2, 3 ) because each learning law is highly nonlinear. The large learning rate induces fast convergence but in some cases it can lead to unstable states in the training process ( Figure 6 ). The momentum coefficient = 0.9 for high convergence speed. Centers of if-parts and centroids of then-part are uniformly spread in the determined interval. Remaining parameters of fuzzy rules are initialized randomly: weight of rules, volume of then-parts.
In the 1-D case, 234 points of the function are sampled to give the training set while this number for the 2-D case is 977 samples and for the 3-D case is 7965 samples. The samples are collected by the process of spreading points uniformly in the input space where the number of points greatly exceeds the number wanted. Then randomly select points with probability equal to wanted number/spread number. Figure 8 . Table 1 shows comparisons between normal and new approaches in the case of using f(x) function. The number of rules initialized uniformly for normal approximation is 21. This number for new approach is 40. After the GA process, the number of rules is 16 but their performance is remarkably good with MSE at only 1.197 (compared with 3.066). The high value of momentum coefficient (at 0.9) is usually effective. However, in some cases where the function is highly nonlinear (e.g. g(x, y) and h(x, y, z) in this research), this coefficient must be adjusted suitably. Actually, modifying learning rate and momentum coefficient is tedious, requiring both experience and patience. Table 3 . Simulation with h(x, y, z) -3-D SAM   h(x, y, z Time-consuming due to the size of SAM and of training sample set is the striking shortcoming in the 3-D experiment. The number of training epochs therefore must be reduced (to only 1000) and consequently, the MSE still remains at a high level.
Discussion and Conclusions
Theoretically, we can obtain a more accurate approximation with more fuzzy rules. However, the large number of fuzzy rules is a hazard in supervised learning: it is very time-consuming and is hard to pick up the global minimum, especially in the case that the parameters of fuzzy rules are initialized randomly. In such an approach, there are of course many rules that are not necessary and profitless. GA is a solution that identifies and rejects such rules and therefore reduces noise in approximation. Once the dimension is high, this approach is particularly useful for eliminating rules and avoiding the exponential rule explosion.
Depending on the complexity of the function to be approximated, the sample data collected, and the initial set of fuzzy rules, the learning rate and momentum coefficient should be explored appropriately. This work can be considered as the art of setting-up whilst it influences noticeably the performance of the fuzzy system.
The hybrid approach can be expanded and applied in the cases that unsupervised learning is used at first. The deployment of the framework in Figure 9 can be considered and carried out. In the framework, the genetic and supervised algorithms keep the same function as in this research. The unsupervised learning offers a solution to overcome partly the uncertainty in fuzzy rule initialization. An effective system can be achieved with the incorporation of the advantages of three processing intelligences. Figure 9 . Combining unsupervised, genetic and supervised learning for building up the expert system in term of applying fuzzy mathematics.
